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ABSTRACT
This is a collection of activities for individual or

.small group work. All can be done with a minimum of teacher
direction. Major topics are: (1) measurement--length, area, and
volume; (2) geometric shapes--triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons,
and three-dimensional; (3) graphing in the plane and use of
statistical graphs; and (4) angular measurement and circles. Most
sections have worksheets, explanations, examples, and questions for
discussion. (LS)
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r._ ACTIVITIES IN GEOMETRY

re-

LC
CODE TOPIC

G- 1 Lenh - Units, Measurement

2 Area Units and Measurement
1-1-1

3 Volume - Units and Measurement

Perimeter

5 Points, Lines, Planes

6 Geometric Shapes (Triangles)

7 Gecaetric Shapes (Quadrilateral)

8 Geometric Shapes (Polygons)

9 Geometric Shapes (3-D)

10 Graphing in.a 2-D Plane

11 Graphs of Equations in 2-D

12 Bar and Pie Graphs, Pictographs

11 Angle Measurement

14 Circles

15 Symmetry

lb Construction in Geometry

I4
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4")N
O

* 3-D = Three Dimensions
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cluation:

(3 x 6) = 12 17- = x 12

2 x 7) - 20 - 16 + 2 = 19 -

7.;

(4, x ) z- x 16 = 2 x

x 18 3 x

= + 3

2. :o

= + 3

18 1 foot inches

feet

ir.ches sm 1 foot less inches

yard 2 inches '== inches

Lo page 84 ia your workbook.

G-1.1

3 = + 5

9 =

4



0-1.2

z.he h zhz, and wid7,h of the blackboard.

Find five other rectangles in

classroom and after measuring them calculate

their areas.

In you.: nozebook - draw sketches of your rectangles

and shc_ calculation of the areas.

3



G-1.3

3ut 1:ieces of string, each 10 inches long.
one end of eau:. string to a different place

on a ...arge sneet of ?al-der.
each of these figures with one piece of string.

t

ia, a square
.

a rectangle with a width of 2 inches
c) a circle
(d) a triangle with two equal sides and one side

4 inches long.

Give this information a'oout your shapes.

ta; of one side Of the square
_ength of the rectangle

the c2 the diameter of the circle
the lengt:-. of uhe the equal sides of the triangle.

SO IN= IN=



G-1.4

;.tre the :fo-1 Gs vsV_ c

:Measure the distance between the two posts.

Calculate the area of the goal rectangle.

Find two other rectangles outside.

ano calculate the area.

in your notetcok - draw s,%:13%_:'es of your rectangles,

and snow your calculations of the areas.

Take 50 counting blocks, and build

A block 4 units long, 3 units wide and 2 units high.

B. .Y.ake a record in your notebook, e.g.

Height

2"

No. of Units

C. ffve rr.ore different blocks.

.) ./..ake a neat record of all these blocks in your

notebook.

5
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G-1.5

-- children should be free to use string, ribbon, rulers,
ta3e mesure, etc. -- anything they wish.

measure your nec'x, wrist, waist.

,:hat will you use to measure this?

..=:ow many wrist measurements will go around your neck?
kestimate first.)

neck :easurements will go round your waist?
(estimat'T frst.;

if yz.ur measurem,:.ns are different from your partrer7s.

Pupils Name

neck is sorts.

My wrist is long.

My waist is long.-

3 wrist :;:easurements = my neck measurement.

2 and soMe more neck measurements = my waist measurement.

linear Measure

M.ateriaLs -- string, book or paper for recording.

Estimate the following Vi a; length of a book
Co) length of your leg from knee to the flool-.

length of your arm.
(d) width of your desk.

Measure the items with a piece of string and record your findings.

h cnart showing estimations, measurement, difference.

Sam7.1,.; Whrksheet Pupil's Name

: think my book is

My book is long.

I think my iLg is

My leg is long.

:,*.y arm is

think desk is

Y. desk long.

long.

long.

long.

:Jong.



G-1.6

F::..hd the measure of the d: stance around the shape

shown below usinz the unit of measurement given.

Also, find the area using the square unit of

::,lasure:t:ent given.

:,.easure the length of the sides of the hexagon
and the radius of the circle.

What did you discover?

Will this help you to construct

a hexagon? (Construct one)



:6: the c1- ..:.:Teter find the height of the
flagpole of the school.

In your notebook, snow

1. How you nleasured the height.

.:,:.lculations you uses to calculate the heii.!:nt.

A. Measure the height of each person in your group,

as well as of each person in the other group

doing the same project. Use a yardstick.

3. Take a sheet of graph paper and a magic marker,

and make a graph-to show your results.

O. :r your notebook, write a short note about how

to .-aake a graph.

8



1,:ea..urement

°bunt the number of times the unit is contained in
each shape to be measured.

Jii

A

G_1.8

3hape to be measured Measure

A

D

liow would you compare
the measure of the
distance around each
shape?

Count the number of times the unit is contained in each
o: the following shapes.

Unit Shape to be measured Measure

woulo you compare the
measure of the distance
around each shape?



..

....sure the line Sements.

Find the ratios
ffi^

0-1.9

Measurement

A ;,0 AB

CD' BE' AD ' AE

What did you discover?

ire the line segments.

arizc your finding.

10
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Can you out 'nc.A.q f.ar y wall.; from your
1-.ome zo

Kow far do you walk .1.1 going to and returning
from school in a weex?

sc'nool year?

*



G-1.11

-- set geo:aetric shapes, cans, boxes

of various sizes, spheres of several sizes,

e.g. balls, globe, oranges, etc.

Yind as many round objects as you can and measure

around them to: the nearest inch.

cf these and record the measurement

e:cn. 7- to estimate first.

12



and comp.we.e

cf 3cuare

G-1.12

,,?e cut out a set of squares of

r 4 q '29) 13) 11)

?erimeter of Square 1 Area sq. units

d

3

1

tho ?erimeter as a set of ordered pairs

follows :teas.are, per.L::eter)

1(1,4), (2,6, ...-

Graph this set of ordered pairs; what did you discover?

3. Write the measure and area a. a set of ordered pairs.

w,
1

(
(1,-Li (2,4) (3,9) ...

4. Grph this set of ordered ?airs; what did you discover?

c: sc:t of 3e.: 1 inch cares and u.se them to make all

rectanzies 3o scuare inches in area.

2c): example, one recte.ngle would be 36" by 1".

)6" ->

;:rite down the se-: of ordered pairs (width, length)

ow,

2. .-:ow many members aces the sez, have?
3. Graph this set of or ?airs and join the points.

4. What did you discover regarding this line?

5. or each of the rectangles, find the perimeter and
write the set of ordered p,wirs (area) perimeter) as

follows: ?4.) , (36 40)

O. What is the sfiape of the rectangle for which the perimeter

1 s smallest.



minz device in your
of zheheigh:s and weights

Make a il;ra,:n of your findings.

i.ow many gra dia you have to make? Why?

az. conclu,,,io:1 can you make as a result of
you: survey?

14



X=:?LICATION

sentehc:;s sucn as 3x4 = 12 can be used
to describe :any 'problems. Examples of such
problems are:

Three ch.:.1dren each have four candies.

WO:4 four hours at a wage of $3.00 per hour.

fc-r :or at a rate of 3 miles

t easy to draw a picture to describe
probleiLs.

se..-ences c also be related to
'2he exaple below demonstrates this

L. . . JL

This picture ;s a rectangle consisting of 3 rows of
squares with 4 squares in each layer. There are a
total of 12 squares.

T sentence x 4 12 tells us that a rectangular
whicn uhLts wide and 4 units long has an

are.A of 12 square. units.

Y.easure the (i.:cL4i.:0 .and see if y()u Caiscover
used t or .w Lhc:

*Ai

z 4 =

15
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In 1 ....t._
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of a Trian.11e. Y.ethod

5.

a from a sheot of construction paper.

Oall any side the oase. On the opposite side select any
point and draw line connecting the point with the base:

the point

/

oase

Estim&te the area of e trian,;:-.:: in square inches.

Cut :.r:iangle out. Hear range ?ieces "A" and "3",
to see how much of triangle can be co red by them.

What is the area of thc: triangle? What.fraction of the
rectangle is this area Compare with your estimate.

o. Will this work for any triangle? Why?

f. :n your notebook, craw a diagram to illustrate your
::etnoC. Write your conclusions in a few sentences.
Answer question #6, giving reasons. State a method for
finding the area of anv triangle.

A. a :autle :.anzifu: of l squares and make the

long and 6" widc:

5u long and .")." wide

5. 10" long and :"

.,, 5, 6 - three :-.:ore of your choice.

:4.a:.tt a record in your notebook about each rectangle:

--' ecge
No. of pp-r
scL.ares -sec



G-2

-̂ -
`i. e

"ut a rectanis:-e fro:n a aheet of graph paper.
:?he maximum i;ize snoula be about 12" x 12).
Find its area.

Oall any side the base. On the opposite side
select any point and craw lines connecting the

point with the base. .ihage the triangle lightly.

the point

base

w_av area 3f thretangle is shaded
;without counting squares).

4. squ.i_res snare d to and the area of the
triangle. What is it

). Will this be true for all triangles. Why?

v. Would it be better to use smaller squared graph

paper. Why?

7. in your notebook, draw a diagram to illustrate what
you did, and answer q-,lestions 5 and 6.

?r,;m a of construcion 2a?er, make a square 12" x 12"

anon,..- 1" 1". .4hat :re each of these called?
:.aw many of the smaller squares will fit in the larger
scuare?

Constr--ct another square, one yard - to a sine on the

olackboard. How many of tne one foot squares will you
need to fill it?

Write a note in your math. workbook in the form of a
t;,ble -



4. in.

tneLe meas:::urements four cutouts of

the triangle and one cutout 01 the square.

Arran2e the fi-ie fizures to form a square then

find the perimeter and the area of the square

you ma.c..

2 in.



:.:.,asure the dstance b.;tween the two posts.

Calculat.i; thc area of tic goal rectangle.

rect:..1.1z1k:s outsid:.

c,;.1c-.41ate the area.

:n your notebook - draw s.,:o.,uhes of your rectangles,

znd show your calculatio...!.1 o the areas.

Take 5G countinz blocks, and build

A block 4 unit:,. lonz, 3 units wide and 2 units high.

B. Y.ake a rcord am your notebook, e.g.

L61 1a

4" 3;: 2"

five illor.; differont blocks.

No. of Units

L. :v.Lt,kto u rocord of all these blocks in your

notebook.



1

th, zlnr.1 of zhe Y..ack'ooard.

Calculate I'LL, area. ind five other rectangles in

the clasz,room and ,ifter measuring them calculate

their areas.

- draw of your rezt,.nr-le:,

and odlculatIon of the areas.

IJ



. . " sçuares like
those in the ?Icture.

2 urov ^ cootapicks tc maxe 2 squares.

19



Y.ziasur tr ment

.3;

Unit of :::square Measure

iloe the sql.:are unit of :easure::lenz. to find a method to
obtain the area of the shape above.

1'23



anC ru7.ber -,ands to make as

za'hy :,:lapes as you cah wit:. an area of 8 squares.

03::y so::.e of ::.ost interesting ones on squared

?a?t:-..- with :olourec

;i.ae irregular shapes with elastics and a geo-board,

or cut irregular shapes from cardboard.

a-e=?

Oic you finc out which has the largest area?

. 24



.*:, a sat o2 square:: of

. .. who

." . .

cf ,-e

Y

Area sc.

4 2.
8

:e..7:_z.ter as a at:t of o:eerea

S.

Z%1.V. ji paira, t did you discover?

1%ritL _ha a set of oraLred pairs.

t:03%-li s

aph o_ orcrd pairs, what did you discover?Cir

_ - _ uaa ti-.. ez-. to i:,ake aIl

inches in area.

.:ouLO be 36" Cy .

4
_. 6,.7i..-, .c.:.,n the .:t af .,.,...,a .paira wiath, la;th;

.- -:-,oj, .,...7,j.;....
.

-. ...c_. :..ahy ::x.=.;:.:. 47...C,;.1 ..:4'., -...3 LaVe;?

) - .::..- ,,.7:. ::c, o2 cdraL:...ac... 1-Jairs ana join the points.
... '.;hat c..ia you :4.cover :.--.z-rar this in?

the ri.e.'.:an:::1, ne peri,mter ana

.,... - . ,

;%) )
-;

..,....._vvva;

........

.;*

CO .:::. 1. the anac :. the .ratangle icr which the Ilerix,ettx
is sxaI:..ust.



G-3,/

- you nea a larLe ja. and cup.

how many cupfuls of water you would use to fillt r.ja

our the water int.: the jar a cupful at a tine until it
is full.

o zany c".:.;6 diO yo C

2. .i.o you?

Did y.: is tos, nny or riot enough?

itecorci your

Wor:csheet (chart form)

cuoz Estimated Y.0. of cuts used

-- you Will need drinking glass and a large
.plastic bow., -- a Cu? and a pint jar.

many drinking
tne bowl?

c, of water are needed to fill

Now the cuo.=. and -.)int measure to fill the bowl.

dhich :::casure did you like to use best?

4. vjhy?

5. aecord your findings on a chart.



.
. . ... s.

G

r.., of scuarea of

?oriet6r o' Sc.;.aArei

8

". -
s jScr

0:
%. *a

Arta

as a set of ordesNlid.

.4.

4

V

4

V

cdf t did you discove -/V./ #

%:.Z. a set ordered pairs.

1 .",1
t.14/,

of ordered palrs; 1.&lt did you discovcx?

V

ana use the= tocj- 1..acIN:,Js in area.

'oo 36n by 1".

:rake all

air
40; ,14,-

tl'x;

you c.cov'
of

o2 (.. . .

yalt..; J.eni%wnj

a..ac'. join taw point:I,.
this line?
the 1;,cdriaeter aad

aa

.7%.Q.k...:46.0 *04 W4LIC41
...



1 ., . ."!ka *J1

z:loz.e in tl...AL pictur

Y.,:ovo toothpicks zo make 2 squares.

:aake 3 squar.,



the:Le Lleasunix.e.ats four cutouts of

triangle and oae out of the square.

J:rraai.:e the fiLures to for:a a square then

..1.nd the perixeter aad the area of the square

3 in.



Co -ordnate .3.E,32.netry

A rectanz.Le nas a perimeter of Jo units.

a table similar to the one shown in table 1 and
Li.;:t all the possible lengths and widths of rectangles
whe5e: perimeter could be 36 units using the set of
whole numbers.

7 en:-z.tr. dt:r. (Length,Widthl.

(0,16';

2 a4e is co-ordinate plane and plot the length along the
and the width along the y-line then graph the

ordered pairs you recorded in Column 3.

I'.. Join the points with a straight edge and colouring pencil.

5. ':<n at are the dimensions of the rectangle having the
largest area. Draw this area on your graph.

6. table Si:' -?: to the one shown below
and list the ordered pairs from Table I and
corresponding area.

Co-ordinates i AR SA

(Gild) 0
(1,17) 17

Table 2

(Table 2)
the

7. .:iake a co-ordinate plane and plot the length along the
and the area along the y-line. Draw a smooth curve

through the points.

30



0.co:74etr-.7

x-lina numoeraa
o

. the o- -...a: aur...raa -20 to -20.

/1. s1 tile .1..L? points in oraer.

t-5,-16j, (-5,-15), (-2,-15), (-2,-17),
(5,-16)

,7), (2,-;,

.:.pproxitaate t?.c. and area of the figLre.

Draw Acture on a nu::::,c.!r Make up ordered
pain:. as a cots for another :::amr of your group
to usa draw your picture.

31



.ow uany thanzies are in figure?

You :friouira be able z.o ;5 triangles.

32



0 ::.I^ " kexample 12 = I)" XI

?, 5, 6, 3, 20,

2. iv.r.-ke the following true:

2 quarters , 3 dimes 2 pennies =

half dollar 1 quarter =

1 nickel - cents

' cents =

1 quarter = nickels

5 di.v.es

3. Coo 1 dozen

cents

cents

feet = 1 yard

inches = 1 foot, pints = 1 quart

inches = 1 yard, quarts = 1 gallon

4. Draw a rectangle, 3 inches long and 2 inches wide.

Draw a square with 3 inch sides.

6. Draw a triangle with each side a different length.

7. Do page 79 in your workbook.

33



a walk in you:- neighbou:ood.

as you walk:

Record the shap,:s which you see in road signs.

, :nod el of a square using cardboard

strips and paper fasteners.

How can you make it rigid?

:dhat plane shapes do you have?

"Lc, the :1;ame for a rec.cangle,- a pentagon, a hexagon,

an octagon.

5. at do you discover about the number of sides of

shape and the number ofLvs formed when

it is made d?

o. :gin :t is the strongest shape?



Xultil?:.cation - Division Matrix.

2 4 5 6 ! 7 6

2 3 4567
.1

i

6 6 10 12 14 16

15 16 ;21 : 24

1% :16 ,

-
24 26 32

I s
I 9

;

.17

36 43

Colt ti the above Multiplication - Division Matrix.

Note th:it 4

C.

24
4

5
;

V 3
>15

7

28
C

I
28

x 6 =

x 5 15

-; 7 = 4

3 = 4



:2 Loc;r: ciagonal. - numbers from the
u;:,per left hanc, crner tc: lower right - you
will .-.ote the follcwg set.

%I
c.'% 36,49,64,81,100J

thL! :t of product pairs which resulted in
these

ing from a product pair which are
square numbers.

Can you draw a geomLric shape which represents
a square product pair?



'2ake a walk ih you:: 1--eizhbourhood.

1;o I'S... C..1...

.ecora the ...1.:13es w: rich you see in road signs.

G-7.

ake a skeleton model of a sqL;are usinf: cardboard

strips and paper fastenem.

How can you make it rigid?

3. What plane shapes do you have?

4. Do the same for a rectangle, a pentagon, a hexagon,

occ4.16uao

'ijhat do you discovor about the number of sides of

plane shape and the number oft, "s formed when

it is made rigid?

Wht is the strongest shape?



'Y

numerals for : (example 12 = X I)

9
) ), 0, 3, 23, 15, 13.

2. Y:ake the following true:

2 suarters r 3 dimes , 2 pennies - cents

na.lf c::11ar , I cu-r - cents

3 ; nickel L" cents

c...uarters

50 cents

5 .1:;u:s

Do:

nickels

eggs - I dozen, feet =-% 1 yard

inches = a foot, pints = 1 quart

inches - 1 yard, quarts = 1 gallon

Draw a rectangle, 3 inches long and 2 inches wide.

5.' Draw a square with 3 inch sides.

6. .raw a triangle with each side a different length.



Find obj:ts or solids with faces shaped like

to. . wing.

Now, this drawing,

repea.c. ,i.



se cut-outs of each of the above shapes to

can be used for "tiling"?

. .hy to bees use hexagonal-sh64Ad cells?

1. Use models of a number of geometric solids.

2. sort into the following sets:

(a) those that roll only

(b) those that slide only

(c) t:J6e thz:t roll and slide

ind those that roil in any direction, those that

roll in a straight line, and those that roll in a

curved line.

40

G-8,/



a walk in your neighb,:urhood.

Do this as you walk:

Record the shapes which ycu see in road signs.

i. Draw shapes with 3 sides, 5 sides, 7 sides,

sides.

2. How many vertices are in each shape?

J

G-8, --A

Make a chart to show a comparison of the number

of sides with the number of vertices.

4. Test with other shapes to see if this is

always true.



s:..apes

vou: zeocca-_-d. TriI
&raw in all the aiagonal
:Ines using a red zencii.
In which shapes are the
diagonals of ecual length?

G-8. -3

. 42
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co-orctiaates of the vel-:.icies of the
above fu-'es.

2 Draw coaEr.aent figure of the above figures on
a eparat co-ordiaLte ?laae.

43



the articles on the work table according

to snapes.

2. Xake a graph of your findings.

4 ,4l4 r4:4' ,,he most common shape?

What i- GT... 1-,)ast common shape?



G-8.

to make as

::.any shapes as you can with an area of 8 squares.

Copy some of the most interesting ones on squared

paper with :::.,loured pencil.

1,,eke irregular shapes with elastics and a geo-board,

or cut irregular shapes from cardboard.

'..Vhich has the largest area?

did you find out which has the largest area?

45



G-8,

eaoh 10 inches long.
o;.* .tring to a different place

a large Lhe,.lt o:: paper..
Y:Lkc: each of thee figures with one piece of string.

zcuare
tO) . rectangle with a width of 2 inches

,

(c) a circle
d) a trin:71 with two ecual sides and one side

ir.che'.:; long.

3ive ths information abo-,;.t your shapes.

of one 3id e o2 the square
of rectangle

the diameter of the circle
A : ft

the .Lengtn of or the equal sides of the triangle.



Use plane shapes to construct solids fro^:

thethese shapes.

(a) cube

(b) cuboid

(c) triangular prism

(d) square-based pyramid



1. 7f.nd objects or solids with faces shaped

this drawing.

Yow, vning this drawig,

repeat 71.

48



Take a walk in your neighbourhood.

Do this as you walk:

Cori the shapes which :You see in road 31.gns.

49



GEOMETRY COTRE

Materials 7- of geometric Shapes, cr.', Sox:7,t

of various sizes, sphres of scs,reral

e.g. t,alls, globe, oranges, c.stc.

7ine. as many rovnc. co-)jecte as you can and masun,_.

the distane around them to try, n.7,anst inch.

Makr, a lfLst f these and reco1 the zreasurts-nnt

o' :lach. Don't forgot to ,:!:.:timate. fnr7.t.

. 50



Yaterials srt of boxes of various sizes with lids,

i.e. shoe box, candy box, plenty of wooden blocks.

Pick a box and see if you can make a shape just like

it using the wooden cubes.

'..ow your teacher whez you have finished.

Do the box and the model tr?.ke the same amount of sonce?

Now make a different shape usin :7,11 these cubes.
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DeLr:,ezrv

7 a co-ordinate plane with ':,he x-line numbered
-13 to ,10, the 6-line numbred -2G to -,2G.

?lot and join these points in order.

(0,15), (-4,12), (-2,12), (-2,7), (-2,3),
(-5,3), (-5,-5), (-7,-3), (-7,-10),
(-7,-18), k-5,-18), (-5,15), (-2,-15), (-2,-17),
(2,-1?), (2,-15), (5,-15), (5,-18) (7 -'8'- 1:
. , t

(2,3), (2,7),
'!"%\

(2,12),

14
1/)

(4,12),
/,
(0,15)

)

Aptroximate thL per:7;ar and area of the fibare.

Draw a picture on a numor ;:ake up ordered
pain:, as a cone for another :..ember of your group
to use to draw your picture.
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:v.a4e up a list of twelve flavo ur:

.v. cherry, chocolate, lemon, lime, etc.)

tnem on a large sheet of paper. Give every

-Ln vo..r class 3 votes for his, or her, favourite

Count the vote:... .:rran9:c them in order with the

i.L&ed ..,eL>t a toe

,. graph to show your fihdih,Ls.

iu a

:,'avourite ?hings

Xa'..:e a o. z,c..ot..i activities on a large sheet

of paper. YAM, SCIENCE MUSIC, ART, ETC.

Joy in your class his two favourite subjects.

:five ;I votes for his first choice and Zr votes 'o-

secono choice.

zouht the votes and arrange the subjects in order

cho:ice. 'begin with the least popular. Make a

your finOings. Give it a title.

Now do the same things with the girls in your class.

the results. Compare the two graphs.



nas a of 36 units.

n

0.a..e a table sirilar to zhe one shown in table 1 and
all the :w:ssibl lenths and widths of rectangles

whos.:: perimeter cula be 36 units using the set of
whole numbers.

0

Table I

o .;

iva4e a eo-,:rainate .olane length along.the
ana the wicth th4 y-ine then graph tne

ordereO. ?airs you recorded in Colin..:

Zo;rc---4.k. Ga60 and

e.". the di:aension.a of the rectangle having the
largest area. Draw this area on your graph.

""77t7=7Z--

5. table siz.ilar the one shown below (Table 2)
c.ce_ea ?airs from Table 1 and the

et..rre.:?onain area.

ry

(3)18; 0
(1,17) 17

Table 2

oo-ordinate ?lane and plot t..0 along the
anc a:ea alo&g the y-line. Draw a szlooth curve

.hrouzh the points.
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eat... point wit?. the letter given before eacn
orderea ?air

Draw Line seg::ents to connect points A and B,
points 3 and 0, ...Joints 0 and D, points D and E, points

and 0, point:. L and H, points H and 1, and points
B and -J.

Pcif.:17, : 7 -* , ? i Point 3 ;5,2)
,)

.,..,...,
,.7,-,--

4,O)

Gra?h the following points and identify the

polygon.

(a) (1,1), (5,2), (2,5)

(b) ,\
(4,1), (4,3), (2,3)

,

(c (1,6), (,2),

(ci; ;0,r4), (-2,-3), (,2,-3),

0

OL':i 1/4

r A (4,0), (0,5)



Co-ordinate Geometry

In ',,he index of a road map find the name of
a city, mountain or river. Locate the
.lace on the map. Record the place and its
co-ordinates which define its location on the

some squared paper.

Draw a vertical line and a horizontal line to make
a co-ordinate plane.

Locate these point:. in the order given.

Connect the points in the order given to make a picture.

(3,2)

(6,::))

(4,3) (5,4) (5,5) (5,6) (5,7) (5,8)

(6,10) (6,11) (6,12) (6,13) (7,14) (7,15)

(7,1',) (6,19) ('),1.';) ('',17) (9,16) (9,15)

(9,14) (10,13) (10,12) (10,11) 16,10, (10,9)

(11,8) (11,7) (11,6) (11,5) (11,4) (12,3) (12,2)
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BINGO

?lay:1d with groups of 4 players and I caller.1

0- 0./

up L, sets of ordered pairs as shown in
'.'able 1, each :narked on a square piece of bristle
ooara approximately inch square.

...shable by colour or by sore

stuCent with graph paper. Students draw
in cz-or::inate. to correspond to the domain and

of tr set of pairs.

e-eh play 1:a a=

cz-ller mixes thc: squares well in a container,
s a and calls out the colour and ordered

?G.11 Theplayer with the identifying colour marks
a aot on the graph.

7. When a p...ayer has six points all on the same horizontal,
vertical or diagonal he calls BINGO.

fif

?layers should graph their wins using a bar graph.

":L (71 f: the GLinie

tne co-ordinate system to include negative
inte.zers.

pairs of dice. Each student rolls his dice
z.urn and chooses the number pair the dice show.

:xampla, if one die turns up 3 and the other 5, he can
c: nose (3,5) or (5,3). He then graphs the point.



:; wcwras?

.3.2)(2,2)1,5)(0)1)
6,5)(3,1)(1,1j

(3,3)(2,3`)(0,5)(4,4)(4,5)

, ( 4 ,

7i-

A 1

.3-
/

q

;1,,-'):,,f-,;(2)(0,1)(3,2); (2,3)(3,3)(0,1)(2,0)

k , ) , 5) (0 ; 3 ) .

:1 tie:1C c:.! ordered paf.rs for a friend to decode.



.

a.

G-I0 7

colld °Co-c)rdinf,:tes°

You n,led two different lice, one for the x-number
and the other for the y-number.

/

colour a co-ordinate plane as shown.

). To ?lay t. Aake and Loss the dice in turn.

he ?:-,int indicated by the dice is plotted and
score,: as follows:

'oour Point score

red 6
4

jellow 2

3efore starting, decide what score will win the game.

,Jraph your win:: using a bar graph.

I ....I L /),



G-10,/:

:,;omki. squared paper.

Draw a vertical line and a horizontal line to make
a co-ordinate plane.

Locate the point in the order given.

Then connect the points in the same order to make a
picture.

(2,7) (2,8) (3,7) (3,8) (4,7) (4,6) (5,5)

r ^

;

(4,0) (4,2

(13,6) (12,5) (11,4) (11,2) (12,

%,2) (10,0) (9,0) (9,2) (5,2)

(2,4) (1,4) (0,5)

(2,0, (2,1) (3,2)

Get some squared paper.

:raw a vertical line and a horizontal line to make
a co-ordinate plane.

1.ocate these points in the order given.

Then connect the points to make a picture.

.),4) (10,6) (11,10) (3,5)

(2.,5) (1,5) (1,4) (2,4) (3,4)

(9,4) (13,3) (12,7) (10,6) (6,4)



0-10.//

scuar Gc. paper.

Finil the starting point by crawing two lines that
:rieet at a right. angle.

thest: points in the order given, then join the
point to make a picture.

1/:U, ;,1', (0)17) (7,.L7) (7,18) (0,19) (8,19) (9,18 )

t_.,, i /A1,16) (.121.5)
r 1 ei4. )11) (11,10) (11,7) (10,6) (9,9)(

(V).-,, 1.,f; (7.,) (,.,,5) (9,4) (10,3) (10,0) (9,1)

iJ/ (5,*, (4,3) (5,4) (6,5)

.1 ,
(7,6) (6,7) (5,8) (),'J, 1.),7) (3,10) (2,11)

(3,10) (4,15) (5,14) (0,14) (7,15)

Draw two lines that intersect at a right angle on
squared, paper to make a number plane. Mark the
intersection 0.

1,ocate these points in the order given and then
connect thom to form a picture.

(10,10) (10,9) (11, 8) (10A (9,7) (8,7) (14,0)

(8,7, (2,2) (6,7) (2,4) (4,7) (2,6) (4,9) (2,8)

(4,13) (2,13) (4,14) (5,14) (7,13)

(9,11) (10,10)

(1,0)



:,-ese ryn squared paper.

3onnect tne points in the order given.

What picture Lave you made?

(10,9) (9,8) (8,7) (7,6) (6,5) (5,4) (4,3)

(3,2) (2,1) (1,0) (5,0) (6,1) (7,2) (8,3)

;

--

(11,0) ii5,0) (14,1) (13,2)

;10,5: (9,6) (8,7) (7,8) (6,9)

Using squared paper, construct a co-ordinate plane by

drawing an x-line and y-line.

Connect these points in this order to make a picture.

(8,17) (7,16) (6,15) (5,14) (6,14) (5,13) (4,12)

(3,11) (6,11) (5,10) (4,9) (3,8) (2,7) (5,7)

(4,6) (3,5) (2,4) (1,3) (7,3) (7,0) (9,0) (9,3)

(L5,3) (14,4) (13,5) (12,6) (11,7) (14,7) (13,8)

(12,'): (11,16) (10,11) (13,11) (12,12) (11,13)

(10,14) (11,14) (10,15) (9,16) (8,17) (8,18)

(v,19) (8,20) (7,19) (8,18)



M-5

This is an open sentence.

-r

Some whole number pairs

10

sentence true are .(1, 9) (5, 5).

i. Can you find more pairs?

jig
I

1 !

!

that make the

2. Graph the pairs on the grid above, the pair
(1,9) and (5,5) have already been graphed.

Find nuMber pairs that make the sentence

3 =
, true? Is the

number pairs (7 , 10) one of them?

64



4. Lraw a riraph of the sentence in question 3.

Can you find all the whole number pairs that
make the sentence

3 = true?

phis sentence.



-10-,4You can use a piece of graph paper to show the
factors of a nuMber.

1

I

7 a

i
a

.

- a

.,... ;

2

1

I

'.

a .

;

'

t

1

)

i

;

a

;

I

i 1
t

! r-r

-....-...........1

:

a i

a

'
i

. --7
I ! t t

1 a ! 1 t i ! ti
a , ! 1 i---1-7----/ '7. 1---'

_41,._ , 1 i 1 1 i
a T

1
al

a 1 1 i

I 1

,

;

1
A ,

I 1T-11.0 i.

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 y 10 11 12

iote thaL 1, 2, 3 and 6 are factors of 6 since

x 6 6 2 x 3= 6 1 x 2 x 3= 6

Complete the above 12 x 12 grid for factors
of numbers 1 to 12.
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The set W = 10, 1, 2, 3, 4, . is called the

set of Whole NuMbers.

If we choose any two members from this set and
add them, zhe resulz is also a member of the set.

:171112:

-

will row let reprent any member of the set and

write a mathematical azrntance u6ing the addition rule.

X t 1 = Y
1

This sentence says, "to any member of the set W, add 1
and the result is another number Y." Such a sentence
is sometimes called a "Relation" because it is a rule
for relating two sets of numbers to each other.

a. Will Y always be a men -.oer of W? Explain.

We will draw a chart to show what values of
Y we get when we let X take all possible values
in W.

We could begin by choosing any value for X in the
sentence.

X + 1 = Y

2or e..ple choose X = 5

then 5 T 1 = Y

and Y = 6

Notice that choosing 5 to replace X results in a value
o-1 6 for Y. We will write the pair of numbers 5 and 6
i.-. a bracket and call them an ordered number pair.
The ordered number pair in this example is (5,6). We



3-10-11-/;Cont I d...

remember that the first number is the one we
aLsigned zo X and the second number resulted from
the operation rule given by the sentence.

X + 1 = Y

The operation rule is "Add One"

We will con..truCt the Chart to contain the following
Lnformazn.

to a value o X up to 15.

X X+1 Y Ordered Number Pairs

0 0+1

1+1

2+1

.3+1

1

2

3

.4

(0,1)

(1,2)

(2,3)

(3,4)
. - .

. - .

. .

. . .
t

8 8r1 9 (8,9)
. . .



2or th

M-5 y 1 -

the nutber pairs (0,0), (1,1), (2,2) mane it true.

i
- 4 -1 4-

. '

I ;
I I

I
r I

4:fr I

,

I

Can you find some more points on the graph of

Can you find points and graph the set

L_J
2 x #
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cc:L (4,1 t t,able accorcling

sAapc:s.

2. Yake a zraph of your findings.

4 -j co=on

1...Lvs; co=on

G-11./



Ln your
a rc.00.-d of .z. :,:.tz and i.Lizntz.

.
14ake a sraph .f your finding6.

How many graphs aid you have to make? Why?

';dh4lt conclu.....: can you make as a result of
your :-.;urv,,y?



U.

G-12

..3urvey the class to fin he time of rising of

each child to the nearest hour or half-hour.

Tabulate and graph the findings of your survey.

Y;ake a similar survey of the students in another

,:of:.pare the t,.; !!.raphs. at are your conclusions?

Survey the class to find the numbers of brothers

and sisters each child has.

Make a graph of your findings.

What conclusions can you make from the results?



hoose one of the following to conduct a survey,

make a graph, and draw conclusions.

.. %umber of absentees on different days of the week.

.he h...Aoe: of worcs oer line in various 000ks.

times an author uses certain words

Luch as ":.rd" or "the a ?age.

4. Your choice.

1. Fold a piece of paper to rake
a straight edge.

2 By foldinz again make the
folded edges core together.

Use this to test many things in the classroom
to see if they have "square" corners or
"right angles".



a .picture graph to show the following information:

A gas station ,old gasoline as listed below.

..L.

ca

?uesday

z,..11ons

() gallons

%0C gallons

350 gall°

40() gallons

Now a 1...:AP grLph to show same information.

Make a bar graph to show the following information:

These are scores that George got on six spelling tests.

?est 1 2 3 4 5 6

:',core 95 90 75 90 95

finishec, ask a friend to tell you the
on your graph. See if he gives the same

i....matLon that you used to make the graph.
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G-12.

OEGY.STRY: CIRCUMFERENCZ CF A C:"

1. geasure the diameter and

(a; a bicycle wheel
(b) a trundle wheel's
(c) a jar top.

the circumference of:

otheel

,:iyioe the circumfornct: by the diameter.

3. 00 find a pattern? if so, what the pattern?

4.
circum,erQ..ic
method.

Suggested in

In your

out more about the diameter and the

f circle by using the research

dex titles:

lrcie
Jiameter

notebook, etc.

OircuLlfr,rence
Pi

Make a graph from the following information.

These are the number of car accidents per month

in Greensyille.

:J.arz:h 7 February 6

Augl.z:t 6 May 2

December 12 November 14

April 4 January

3eptember 8 July 5

June 3 October 7



(

Newspaper

Get a copy of the newspaper.

Look at the T.V. section.

Compare the number of cartoons, movies and news

reports (or news programs) that are listed.

Show your results on a graph.

hat conclusions can you ra...ke?

Newspaper

Get a copy of the newspaper.

Look at the obituaries.

ake a graph to show the number of men, women

and children (infants to 18 years) who died.

76
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G-12,

On Friday, the fourth year pupils had a math test.
These are their results. Make a graph like this
one and title it Math Test Scores.

------
!.:.% 7o /:;

Score

Scores

95
7
.85

5

85
90
100
85

75
80
70
85
90
100
85

90
7 5

800
90
95
65
90

70
75
85
90
80
95
70

How would this graph look on a geo-board?

Symmetry

Using a iine of symmetry draw a moon crescent,

a heart and a diamond. Use scissors to cut out

the complete figures.



G-12.3

16 7-T
1.
17-T

15 ,
14

131
-2

11 1
---- 1

1

L

lo !
i-
i ! ' , ,

i

i

9 , i i i

1------7---1----7 yi
8 i

7
........... , ._....r...

1 ,

1
6 I 1

!L-1

1 4 7
5 i

....,--.....

... '

-=---- L
f

t
2 .'/' :%1 i

1-
1 ..,----.4%.1 i

1r .....----i- I

11 21 3 4 i 5 1 6 7 8 12

In a class of 40 pupils the following data was
collected regarding the number of months until
the next birthday. Assume that a pupil born
in this month has zero month until his next
birthday, unless he has had his birthday in this
month, then it will be 12 months till his next
birthday.

Number of
months till
next
birthday.
Number of
students.

7 8 9 10

0 33 4 2 7 15 1 4 1 3

Can you prepare such a table for your class and
graph it as done above.



What is an angle?
G-13./

When we move from one point to another along a straight
line, we move through a distance. Distance is measured
in some familiar unit such as the inch, foot, yard, mile
or some other unit.

In addition to measuring distance or length, it is
sometimes necessary to measure an amount of turning. For
example, F..1 airplane may ily in a certain direction and
then tut.. :co fly another direction.

The word distance iL used when we talk about travelling
in a straight line.

The word angle is used when we calk about turning to move
from one direction to another direction.

Examples to demonstrate angles of turn;_ng or rotation

12

original direction

angle through which turn was made

new direction

\ direction of clock hand turning
2

3 V



Cont'd...
G-l30/

angle of
jturning

1.4

K

A

-,t

Wind Vane turning

new direction of car

angle of turning

Car turning at
the crossroads

cars original direction

When the minute hand of the clock has moved for
one hour, it has turned through one complete
rotation.

A P

L B

1

\

,..

I/ /\

\ i . o,it / ,i..
\ 4,

4,ks'
. . n

y i \
. \. / : \

I .14

DIAGRAM I

C

E

80

D

direction in
which hand is
turning



. Cont'd...
G-13,/

(i) In diagram I, when the hand moves from point A to
point D, it has moved through One quarter of a rotation.

(ii) Where will the :-.and stop when it has moved through
one half of a rotation?

(iii) How long does it take the hand to move through three
c:uarters c2 a rotation?

'iv) How lon does f.t take the hour hand to move through
one Ilalf of a rotation?

(v) craw a picture to show r.i.e position of the hour hand
at noon and:

1. Three hours later.

2. Six hours iater.

3. Nine hours later.

4. Twelve hoUrs later.

Units to measure angles.

Name of angle

(i) complete rotation

diagram

";-7 "i

4
..

yJto

-

./Q(:),),

is



Name of angle

(ii) One half rotation or
straight angle

diagram

original direction

I. 0

41.

,
a

a

V. --
new direction

dio
ti t e,

(iii) One quarter rotation
or right angle

z
..-i o
co.ri

4J
Pi C.)

tr1 CD
.1-1 $4
/4 ri
0 V

.,,

;7.

/
,/

es
s.

1

Ai>I new direction

It is not very convenient to use only the units "complete
:otation", "one half rotation", "one quarter rotation", etc.
unit has been chosen which is more convenient it is called

the degree':

You know that in linear measurement we have the yard as a unit
of measurement. The yard is divided into 36 equal parts.
each division is calledan inch.

1 yard = 36 inches

In angle measurement the complete rotation is unit of
measurement. The complete rotation is divided into 360 equal
parts, eac:-. of these is called a degree.

1 rotation = 360 degrees

In diagram I a complete rotation has been divided into 12
equal angles. The centre of rotation is labelled with the
letter O.



G-13,/

Since of the amount of turning from A to B is 1 of a
complete rotation. 12

Angie AOB = (360 = 12) degrees

30 degrees

In naming an angle the turning point (Vertex) of the
angle Lz, :.'_ways included and is always the centre
letter. Complete the following table:

Name of angle

AOB

AOC

COH

AOD

I OH

DOJ

EOH

DOI

Measure in degrees

30

Look at diagram I again you will notice that the angle
AGB has been divided into three equal parts. These
angles are

Angle AOP

Angle POQ

Angle QOB

What is the measure of degree of each of these angles?

Each of angles AOP, POQ, and QOB, have been divided
into ten equal parts. What is the measure of each of
these small angles?



G
Measuring Angles

The instrument used to measure distance in usually
a straight rod of some sort (yard stick) since
distance is usually measured in a straight line.

For measuring amount of turning, a circular measuring
instrunt could be made. Such instruments are used
and ara called protractors. Obtain a protractor and
discover how you can use it to measure angles. Can
you construct a protractor of your own?



G-13,3

craw models of 15 angles.

Make 5 right angles. See if you can make them all
different in so:ue way.

Make 5 angles smaller than right angles. Make them
al: diffel-ent.

Make 5 angles Ica than right angles that are all
different.



1. In triangle A
A to A, and C

What can you
A, B and C.

3 C fold vertex (point) B to B,
to C.

conclude about the angles at

2. Make another triangle and cut of the vertices
(points) and fit them together as shown on
diagram (b).

A

(a)

What did you discover?

J. Try the same for a four sided shape.



J ",O

6

One angle is given. Without measuring can you
give the measure of the other seven angles?

Angle i = degrees

2 = degrees

3 = degrees

4 = degrees

5. = degrees

6 = degrees

7 = degrees
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Making an instrument for measuring angles.

Cut out a bristol board circular disc with a
diameter of 5 inches and draw a radius line
from the centre of the disc to about 2 inch
from the edge. Draw an inner circle as shown
aCbove.

Complete the above diagram showing division of
10 around the face of the circle.

88



Yind obj:,;4s or solids with faces Shaped like

'Now, this drawing;

repeat, /1.



Y.easl:re the diameter and circumference of a set of

food cans of various sizes and construct the following

record of your n:easurements.

"2.iamezer Circumference Circumference
Diameter

Write a brief paragraph on the relationship you have

discovered.



Activities in Symmetry

Mirrors and Images

1

I r-- mirror

'2he figure on the a'ocive diagram wh'en lies to the left
cf the mirror is reflected in the mirror as shown by the.
Jroken line.

-Many shapes can be drawn such that one half of it is a
mirror image of the other half. 'fry some of the following
experiments.

1. Draw a circle and cut out the circular region, fold
it over so that the crease passes through the centre

U

-- -2

Is :he shaded half of the circular disc in the diagram
a mirror image of the other half'? Use a mirror to test
your conclusions.

2. A circle is shown in the diagram below

---3

''he: line drawn thr,ui,r. the centre is cno
cairror c(dalc. be i)luced to reflect half ut rnc circle
in the mirror. Such a line is called a of L:ymmetry.
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How many lines of symmetry does a circle have?

,C
5.

A 1

D

In dlailrain two lines of symmetry have been drawn.
.;.L a mir3r zo cheek whether the part of the square
and its -cflection form a square.

.:,any mo;se li..-s of symmetry can you find in
ci,1,;ram 4?

6-15-C

is C

L. Diagram 5 is a picture of an equilateral triangle.

---5

a) Check in your mathematics resource books what an
equilateral triangle is.

6) Measure line segments AB, BC and CA, what can you
conclude:

c) How many lines of symmetry does an equilateral triangle
'nave? Use a mirror to check your work.

5. Draw a rectangle and find out how many lines of
symmetry it has.

6

Diagram 6 is a picture of a pentagon. How many lines
of symmetry does this shape have?



A

---7

1 is a picture of the letter H. If the paper
were along the line of the vertical arrow
would the zwo naffs of the letter H match?

you find another _Line of symmetry? How many does
the letter have?

A

;

C

B

The letter X has two axes of symmetry AB and CD.

Ai., is called an axis of horizontal symmetry.
CO is called an axis of vertical symmetry.

a) it out the set of all letters of the alphabet.
b) :inc the letters of the alphabet which have a

vertical axis of syr=etry.
c) find ti'.e mem:bers of the set of letters of the

1"...phabet which have a horizontal axis of symmetry.
di find tnose which have both horizontal and vertical

axis of symmetry.
0) Find examples in architecture and nature which

are examples of symmetric shapes.
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8. f)

Examples: leaves, flowers, sea shells

?.re the shapes shown symmetric? Draw
the line(s) of symmetry for each shape
which is symmetric.

(vi



Svmmetry

Using a line of symmetry draw a moon crescent,

a a%:1 a diamond. Use scissors tO cu.. out

cc.mi:lete



G -15.3

3yMMetrV

1 Fold a piece of paper in half.

2 . Tear a s h ape leaving some of the fold of the
peper connected.

3. Opc_ your shape. What do you notice?

Fold a square pie,a of paper twice so that you
have a smaller square.

5. Cut a shape leaving some of both folds connected.

6. Open the shape. What do you notice about the
shape? Test to see if you are correct.

Symmetry

Using the capital letters of the alphabet, name the

letters which have a line of symmetry and determine

how a.any each letter has.

?here should be 12 with just one line of symmetry,

three with two lines of symmetry and one with many

lines of symmetry.

P6
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Using a pair of compasses construct this pattern.




